
NO GIFT OR PLEDGE IS NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN A DRAWING.  A GIFT OR PLEDGE WILL NOT INCREASE YOUR ODDS OF WINNING. 

All gifts or pledges made by phone or online during times specified on KNWI/KNWM are automatically entered in the drawing for incentive 
offered on-air.  Entries without a pledge can be made by calling (515) 327-1071 or entered online at www.life1071.com during the same times. 
Multiple entrants are not permitted to enter using the same email address. Limit one entry per person during the sweepstakes.  Participants 
with multiple entries may be disqualified.  

Winners may be required to sign a release, and all winners agree to allow KNWI/KNWM to use their name, and/or likeness for promotional 
purposes without further compensation. All calls coming in to KNWI/KNWM may be taped and may be aired on KNWI/KNWM without further 
approval. 

KNWI/KNWM is not responsible for problems occurring within the telephone system which either inhibit or increase the chances of winning 
incentive.   In case of telephone line malfunctions, the decision of KNWI/KNWM will be final. 

Employees and agents of KNWI/KNWM and their families or representatives are ineligible. 

Winners may not request substitution or other consideration from the originally awarded prize. 

Incentives are non-transferable, except for concert tickets which may be placed at will-call. Prizes have no cash value, expressed or implied. 

A 1099 MISC form will be completed and filed with the Internal Revenue Service for each winner who over the course of the calendar year has 
won prizes with a total value of $600 or more. All local, state and federal taxes are the sole responsibility of the winner. 

KNWI/KNWM may, due to the unavailability of prizes awarded, substitute another prize of equal or greater value for the prize originally won. 
KNWI/KNWM will not be responsible, or be held liable for prizes awarded to an event that is canceled due to circumstances beyond our control. 

With respect to any disputes, the decision of KNWI/KNWM will be final. 

KNWI/KNWM, its agency, and representatives shall not be liable for any claim, injury or damage from any KNWI/KNWM contest or prize 
awarded in a contest. 

These rules are subject to change without notice. 

 

http://www.life1071.com/

